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Abstract: Face image(s) coordinating and recovery has numerous significant applications including criminological investigations. Face recovery 
procedure is mix of two phases: include extraction and separation estimation. In our work we have used the Eigen face approach for characterizing a list 
of capabilities (Eigen vectors) for the preparation set of face pictures. This paper shows a philosophy for face picture recovery utilizing Eigen face 
approach and a similar report among different separation classifiers which is Manhattan remove, Euclidian separation, Bray Curtis separate, Canberra 
remove and Squared-Chord separation connected for face recovery. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In modern era, face detection is getting an extensive 

courtesy in the pitch of biometrics.Human brain is capable of 
recognizing and remembering multiple number of faces for 
very long term[1]. Nothing can affect this recognition even 
expression, age or any disturbance in the face such as 
glasses or changes related to hairstyle. The computational 
model related to the model of recognition is very interesting 
topic and applicable in different fields such as forensic studies, 
security system etc. it is very challenging task to build such 
kind of face recognition method[2].The conventional methods 
of the face recognition is based on detection of some fixed 
parameter, and they define a face model on the relation and 
position of those parameters, these parameters are such as 
nose, eyes, headlines and mouth. These types of approaches 
are dependent on those features and so they are short of 
reliable[2].Sirovich and Kirby represented the structure and 
pictures of the faces by employing component analysis in 
1987, this results the motivation of employing Eigen faces for 
face recognition. The substantial benefit over conventional 
work is achieved by developing Eigen faces by M. A. Turk and 
Alex P. Pentland in 1991[3].Till now the tremendous number of 
research works are performed on the very topic face 
recognition. The using Eigen faces technique is practiced and 
proved method for face recognition method. This method is 
very helpful in the field of face image matching and retrieval.In 
this project we have applied Eigen face technique for face 
recognition and retrieval of face images from the image 
database. Most supplest and old face recognition technique 
for the face recognition is Eigen faces. The simple steps and 
the structure of the recognition makes it under stable and 
effective and dimensionally it reduces the work. It is not based 
on extracting the individual parts of the faces such as nose, 
eyes etc. Rather the entire face part is considered and 
eigenvectors are determined which speaks to the 
individualistic highlights of the face pictures. 

 
2. IMAGE RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM 
Human face pictures can be portrayed as blend of some 
essential face pictures. The fundamental faces which best 
record for portraying the face pictures in database are called 
Eigen faces.In this procedure the face pictures in the 
database are changed into a lot of fundamental countenances 
(Eigen faces) spoken to by eigenvectors which portray the 
varieties among them. Each face in the database can be 
spoken to as a straight blend of propositions Eigen 
faces[4].Dimensionality decrease is finished by considering an 

edge heuristically. After dimensionality decrease the 
separation between the testing picture and preparing set 
information is assessed for picture recovery[5]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Training set of image dataset 

 
Fig. 2. Processing test images and retrieving flowchart 
 

3. MATHEMATICAL PROCEDURE 
Step 1:A dataset of N face image(s) is achieved and each of 
the image face is transformed into a vector Γ and has been 
placed into the set T. 

T= {Γ1, Γ2, Γ3, Γ4……..ΓM} 
Step 2: Mean of the image Ψ is calculated. 

 
Step 3: Third step deals with finding the difference between 

the mean image and input image ψ. The aim of subtraction of 
the mean image is to attain the characteristic feature and also 
to eliminate the common information.  

𝛷𝑖=𝛤𝑖−𝜓 

Step 4: Calculate the covariance matrix. 
 𝐶=𝐴𝐴𝑇 where A= {𝛷1, 𝛷2, 𝛷3…..𝛷N} 

Step 5:The eigenvector of the covariance matrix C is being 
calculated in this step. The procedure being followed while 
practical for attaining the eigenvectors is about considering 
the matrix L=ATA as an alternative of C=AAT and calculate the 
eigenvectors of the matrix L (𝑢𝑖). 
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Step 6:The eigenvector of the obtained covariance matrix is 
attained by product of the matrix A with the eigenvector of the 
matrix L. 

 𝑣𝑖=𝐴𝑢𝑖 
If the conversion of eigenvectors into images takes place, a 

face appeared as like ghost will be formed. Hence these 
eigenvectors are called as Eigen faces. 
Step 7:The dataset of the every image can be signified as 
weighted linear combination of these eigenvectors. 
The calculation of the weight can be performed as: 

 𝑤𝑗=𝑢𝑗T𝛷𝑖 
Recognition Procedure: 
Step 1: the loaded test images normalization 𝛤. 

 𝛷=𝛤−𝜓 

Step 2:  second step deals with multiplying the normalized 
face image matrices with the Eigen faces of matrix L. 

 𝑤𝑗=𝑢𝑗𝑇𝛷 
Step 3: as the input test image weight vector is obtained then 
after, next step deals with applying the distance classifiers and 
sort the distancesbetween the test image and the training set 
of images for repossession purposes.We had employed five 
different distance classifiers that is Euclidian distance, 
Manhattan distance, Canberra distance, Bray-Curtis distance 
and Squared-Chorddistance. 

 

 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The dataset utilized in this paper is shaped by the face 
pictures taken from the Face Recognition Data, University of 
Essex, UK. The preparation set comprises of 100 pictures, 10 
pictures each from 10 people. The testing set of face database 
comprises of 100 face pictures of 10 people. Measurement of 
each picture of the database is 200x180x3. The quantity of 
recovered picture is set to 10 for each testing picture. The 
parameter considered for correlation among the separation 
classifiers is the recovery rate. The normal recovery rate 
(ARR) of the recovery framework is determined as; 

 
Number of test images are denoted by Z; the number of 
retrieved samples are denoted by F and mZ denotes the 

collectively retrieved number samples. 

 
This methodology has been implemented in Matlab on a 64 bit 
windows 7 system. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
Face image detection and retrieval using Eigen face technique 
is applied and the comparison among different types of 
distance classifier is performed. A dataset of 100 images of 10 
persons is used for the training set. From the obtained result it 
can be concluded that squared-chord distance is showing a 
better retrieval rate among all the distance classifiers. On the 
next the Bray-Curtis and Canberra distance classifiers are is 
not so much affective in this methodology. 
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